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ABSTRACT 

Location privacy preservation has received significant interests over the past decade, both 

across policy makers and academic researchers. Location based application of mobile device 

are used to determine the current location of the user, and customize query to include 

neighbouring points of interests. Most of the existing location-based applications is the lack 

of appropriate methodologies that offer fine grain privacy controls to a user without vastly 

affecting the usability of the service. In the paper we propose a user-centric location- based 

service architecture where a user can observe the impact of location inaccuracy on the service 

accuracy before deciding the geo-coordinates to use in a query. We also construct a local 

search application based on this architecture to demonstrate how meaningful information can 

be exchanged between users and service providers depicts the change in query results across 

a geographic area. Results indicate the possibility of large default privacy regions (areas of no 

change in result set) in such applications. 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE consumer market for location-based services (LBS) is estimated to grow from 2.9 

billion dollars in 2010 to 10.4 billion dollars in 2015. While navigation 

applicationsarecurrentlygeneratingthemostsignificant revenues, location-based advertising 

and local search will be driving the revenues going forward. The legal landscape, 

unfortunately, is unclear about what happens to a subscriber’s location data. The non-

existence of regulatory controls have led to a growing concern about potential privacy 

violations arising out of the usage of a location-based application. While new regulations to 

plug the loopholes are being sought, the privacy- conscious user currently feels reluctant to 

adopt one of the most functional business models of the decade. Privacy and usability are two 

equally important requirements for successful realization of a location-based application. 

Privacy (location) is loosely defined as a ―personally‖ assessed restriction on when and where 

someone’s position is deemed appropriate for disclosure. To begin with, this is a very 

dynamic concept. Usability has a two fold meaning a) privacy controls should be intuitive yet 

flexible, and b) the intended purpose of an application is reasonably maintained. Towards this 

end, prior research have led to the development of a number of privacy criteria, and 

algorithms for their optimal achievement. However, there is no known attempt to bring into 

view the mutual interactions between the accuracy of a location coordinate and the service 

quality from an application using those coordinates. Therefore the question of what minimal 

location accuracy is required for a LBS application to function, remains open. The common 

man’s question is: ―how important is my position to get me to the nearest coffee shop?‖—

which unfortunately remains unanswered in the scientific com- munity. It is worth 

mentioning that a separate line of research in analyzing anonymous location traces have 
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revealed that user locations are heavily correlated, and knowing a few frequently visited 

locations can easily identify the user behind a certain trace. The privacy breach in these cases 

occurs because the location to identity mapping results in a violation of user anonymity. The 

proposal in this work attempts to prevent the reverse mapping—from user identity to user 

location—albeit in a user-controllable manner. 

 

1.1 Related Work 

Location obfuscation has been extensively investigated in the context of privacy. 

Obfuscation has been earlier achieved either through the use of dummy queries or cloaking 

regions. In the dummy query method, a user hides her actual query (with the true location) 

amongst a set of additional queries within correct locations. The user’s actual location is one 

amongst the locations in the query set. The additional processing overhead at the LBS, 

resulting from the dummy queries, must be addressed while using this method. Cheng et al. 

propose a data model to augment uncertainty to location data using circular regions around all 

objects.Theyuseim- precise queries that hide the location of the query issuer and yield 

probabilistic results. The results are modeled as the amount of overlap between the query 

range and the circular region around the queried objects. Yiu et al. propose an incremental 

nearest neighbor processing algorithm to retrieve query results. The process starts with an 

anchor, a location different from that of the user, and it proceeds until an accurate query 

result can be reported. The work focuses on reducing the communication cost of the repeated 

querying mechanism. Trusted third party based approaches rely on an anonymizer that 

creates spatial regions to hide the true location of users. The use of spatial and temporal 

cloak- ing to obfuscate user locations was first proposed by Gruteser and Grunwald. 

Continuing on, Gedik and Liu develop a location privacy architecture where each user can 

specify maximum temporal and spatial tolerances for the cloaking regions [9]. Drawing 

inspiration from the concept of k-anonymity in database privacy, Gedik and Liu enforce a 

location k-anonymity requirement while creating the cloaking regions. This requirement 

ensures that the user will not be uniquely located inside the region in a given period of time. 

Ghinita et al. propose a decentralized architecture to construct an anonymous spatial region, 

and eliminate the need for the centralized anonymizer. In their approach, mobile nodes utilize 

a distributed protocol to self-organize into a fault-tolerant overlay network, from which a k-

anonymous cloaking set of users can be determined. Kalnis et al. propose that all obfuscation 

methods should satisfy the reciprocity property. This prevents inversion attacks where 

knowledge of the underlying anonymizing algorithm can be used to identify the actual object. 

Parameter specification remains the biggest hindrance to real world application of these 

techniques. Even when a user has advanced knowledge to comprehend the implications of a 

parameter setting on location privacy, the impact on service is unknown in these approaches. 

 

2. PRIVACY-SUPPORTIVE LBS  

Future LBS architectures must make room for a service provider to cooperate with the user in 

making sound privacy decisions. There is a growing skepticism on how a LBS provider 

handles (or might handle) location data. If strong market adoption is an agenda item for these 

businesses, then it becomes their responsibility to present evidence that the sought location 

accuracy is indeed a characteristic requirement of the application. Further, regulatory 

enforcements on location data procurement, and subsequent liability in the event of improper 

handling, can make the collection of unnecessarily precise geo-locations an unattractive 
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choice. From a computational perspective, only the service provider maintains the database of 

queried objects in real time. Therefore, it is reasonable that differences (or similarities) in the 

out- put of a query can be efficiently computed at the server side. A user cannot make 

informed privacy decisions without this computation. In light of these arguments, a privacy-

supportive LBS seems both appropriate and important. Note that a simple opt-in LBS is not 

privacy- supportive, since the implications of not using ones geo- location is not available to 

the user. 

 

2.1 Setting 

 The communication setting we assume includes one or more users equipped with GPS-

enabled devices, and a LBS provider possessing a database of points-of-interest (POI). These 

points-of-interest may be static, as in local business listings, or dynamic, as in a friend-finder 

service where users frequently check-in/out of the underlying social-networking platform. 

 
Fig 1: Communication order for a location-based query in the presence of a privacy-

supportive LBS. 

 

 Similar to in almost all operating LBS applications, user access to the service is augmented 

by a geographic tag identifying the position of the user. Authentication may or may not be 

required to use the service, although many applications claim to be able to provide a better 

result set in the latter case. The service itself may require other parameters to be specified, 

such as search keywords or profile descriptions. The geographic tag in the query is typically 

the GPS- coordinates of the user device, but can also be a carefully crafted location as 

explained in the next subsection. 

 

2.2 Architecture  

The location disclosure mechanism in a privacy- supportive LBS architecture employs an 

intermediate communication with the LBS. A high-level schematic of the communication 

pattern is depicted in Fig.1.Theuser device forwards the query to the LBS, albeit uses a high- 

level generalization of the user’s geographic location in it. This generalization may be 

derived as per user- specification (say at the level of the city), or obtainedautomatically from 

the location approximation that a provider can infer using a cell-towers and wifi-access points 

database1. In response to this first query phase, the user obtains a service-similarity profile. 

This profile is a representation of the similarities in the query output at different geographic 

locations. The exact form taken by this profile, as well as the data structures employed in 

computing this profile, may vary from application to application. A location perturbation 

engine on the user side then determines a noisy location to use based on the user’s privacy 
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profile and the retrieved service-similarity profile. The LBS processes the query with respect 

to the noisy location.  

A user can manually interact with the service- similarity profile to assess which location 

shave the highest (or acceptable) level of result set similarity, within the constraints of the 

location noise she wants to infuse into the query. In this case, a good visualization of the 

similarity profile is required. Although this is the most flexible method of putting the trade-

off information to use, such high degree of interaction will affect the usability of the 

application, specially when queries are made frequently. Hence, we assume that action 

axioms have been provided by the user to make the process automatic. The privacy profile 

then states how a location is to be selected for different categories of applications, their 

importance, and the relative location sensitivity. Policy specifications such as these, and their 

integration into the decision making process, warrant an extensive exploration. We will avoid 

this frontier in this work. A naive approach is to allow the user to select a location sensitivity 

level (much like choosing the ringer-state in a mobile phone), assess query result accuracy at 

the corresponding location granularity (using the similarity profile), and notify the user if the 

accuracy drops below a threshold. Note that the policy executes within a user’s device and 

reveals little or no information on how locations get chosen. 

 

2.3 Privacy expectations and threat model  

We interpret location privacy as the accuracy with which an adversary can determine the 

position of a user. This interpretation resembles the intuitive perception that a location 

estimated closer to our true position is more encroaching on our privacy than a relatively 

distant estimation. However, the privacy-supportive architecture does not make any 

assumption on what is ―distant‖ and what is ―close enough.‖ This is a significant departure 

from statistical measures of privacy, where a statement on ―what is private‖ must be made 

pro-actively before issuing the query. A privacy-supportive LBS does not require this 

decision until the user determines the usability of the information that would be revealed as a 

result of the location disclosure, if at all. In light of this difference, the architecture, its 

underlying algorithms, or the service provider itself, cannot make any claims on the enforced 

level of privacy. It only facilitates the process to enforce personally desirable levels of 

location privacy after careful consideration of its impact. On similar grounds, we assume a 

threat model where the provider is semi-honest (follows protocol but may be curious). Note 

that, on one hand, even the weakest of the adversaries may learn the precise locations of a 

privacy-in different user (one who always reveals the true location), while on the other, even 

the strongest of the adversaries may learn nothing additional from a privacy- paranoid user. A 

privacy-aware user would use the system to her advantage, perhaps frequently revealing 

accurate (not necessarily precise) positions, and occasionally the heavily perturbed ones. An 

adversary who can classify these locations as real or dummy, infers some knowledge about 

the user’s whereabouts—however, this is information that the user has opted to reveal in the 

first place. 

 

3. ALOCAL SEARCH APPLICATION 

Mobile local search is demonstrating an upward market trend, the gap with the desktop 

counterpart diminishing in the next three years, and then rising further2. Given the 

penetration of web-enabled handheld devices in the consumer market, it has become 

exceedingly common for a user to instantly look up the information she seeks to find. These 
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search queries are estimated to produce 27.8 billion more queries than desktop-search 

bytheyear2016.Avastmajorityoftheusersperforming mobile search seek access to information 

pertinent in the locality of the query. Multiple LBS applications—e.g. Where, AroundMe, 

MeetMoi, Skout and Loopt—have spawned in the past few years to address this market 

segment. In general, a local search application provides information on local businesses, 

events, and/or friends, weighted by the location of the query issuer. Location and service 

accuracy trade-offs are clearly present in a local search LBS. A privacy-supportive variant is 

there- fore well-suited for this application class. Local search results tend to cycle through 

periods of plateaus and minor changes as one moves away from a specified location. The 

plateaus provide avenues for relaxation in the location accuracy without affecting service 

accuracy, while the minor changes allow one to assess accuracy in a continuous manner. 

 

3.1 Problem statement 

 In the traditional usage of a local search application, the user would communicate a 

search keyword to the provider, and retrieve a ranked list of records matching the search 

term. Let us denote the items that match the search term in the points-of-interest database by 

P = {P1,P2,...,PN}. A ranking function R is applied to this set and a top-k subset of the 

ranked results is returned to the user. Since neighboring results are considered more useful, 

the ranking function would utilize the geo-location of the user. We use Rk(P,pos) to 

collectively denote this result set when retrieved with respect to the position pos. 

 
Fig:2Hypothetical query result set similarity with the user at the center of the area. 

 

3.1.1 An ideal scenario  

Let us next consider a hypothetical scenario where the user has access to a matrix that shows 

the percentage similarity of the result set with respect to the user’s current location. In order 

to formalize this map, let us superimpose a grid of r ⇥c cells on a geographic area G. In local 

search, it is sufficient to restrict focus to this geographic area while determining the set P. The 

posi- tion of the user in the grid is given as p = hx0,y0i. Let Sim be a similarity function, 

defined in this application as follows.  

 
For brevity, we will also use Rk(P,hx,yi) and Rk(P,hx0,y 0i) as arguments to the Sim 

function. Let Sx0,y0 be a matrix of r rows and c columns, with 
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Hence,Sx0,y0 is a cell-by-cell measure of the similarity of the result set retrieved for 

the user’s position relative to that retrieved for any other position in the grid. As depicted in 

Fig. 2, this matrix allows the user to identify cell boundaries where the result set similarity 

gradually decreases from 100% to 0%. We can call them the service- contour of the issued 

query. The innermost region in the figure, Sx0,y0 =1 .0, is the default privacy region—the 

user can claim to be anywhere in that region and yet retrieve the same result set as she would 

do by using her precise coordinates. The size of this default region is a characteristic feature 

of the distribution of the points in the set P across the grid.  

The service-contour of a query reveals the regions where a certain percentage of the 

top-k results is re- tained. Given a certain requirement on the fraction of results that must be 

retained (i.e. the utility that must be maintained), the area of the corresponding region is a 

measure of the privacy achievable by the user, since a query originating from any point in the 

region will return a result set with the desired utility. The user can calculate these regions for 

any level of utility requirement, which in other words imply that an overall picture of the 

privacy/utility trade-offs is available to the user for decision making. Trading between service 

accuracy and location inaccuracy is then a question of choosing a point in one of the 

demarcated regions. Unfortunately, the user device cannot compute Sx0,y0 without access to 

P, which resides at the LBS provider. The LBS cannot computeSx0,y0 since it requires 

access to the exact position hx0,y0i. The question we investigate is: what form of information 

can the LBS provide to the user to help infer the service-contour? 

 

3.1.2 Service-contour inferencing 

There exists a trivial solution to the raised question— push the set P and the ranking 

function R to the user, and perform the top-k ranking locally on the user device. As one can 

see, this solution clearly ignores underlying communication overheads and policies on 

sharing business intelligence. Note that the set P is not simply a collection of positions, but 

includes additional attributes about the businesses located at those positions. This could range 

from names, addresses, categories, sub- categories, to specifics such as value, feedback 

scores, and entire profiles of individuals with personal information. The ranking function R is 

often a well-guarded business secret on how these attributes are combined. Another approach 

is to send a set of similarity matrices to the user, one each corresponding to a specific 

coordinate in the grid. The approach requires the computation and transfer of an inordinate 

amount of information (O(r2c2)). Given a geographic area, our objective is to restrict the 

transfer of information to a bounded size, or O(1). The service-contour inferencing problem 

is then defined as follows.  

Service-contour inferencing: Give a set of points P on a geographic area (represented 

as a r ⇥ c grid), a ranking function R, and a similarity function Sim, find functions Enc and 

Dec such that  

1) output T = Enc(P,R,Sim) is O(1) in size, and  

2) assumingS0x,y = Dec(T(x,y)), with (x , y) being any point on the grid, 

we have S
’
x,y = Sx,y 
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3.1.3 Approximate inferencing 

Without the bounded size constraint, the service-contour inferencing problem can be 

solved by computing the top- k results for each point in the grid, and then conveying an 

identification vector with respect to each point. An identification vector uniquely identifies 

the k results corresponding to a point. The service-contour can then be exactly generated. 

This is an attractive choice provided the communication overhead is not exceedingly high. 

Note that the top-k results induce a set of order k Voronoi regions [14], [15], [16], each 

region sharing a certain result set. Therefore, the information to be conveyed may be highly 

compressible. We shall use the communication overhead of this method as a benchmark in 

the experimental analysis.  

 
Fig :3Set V shows hypothetical top-5 result sets on a 5 ⇥ 5 grid. I depicts which result set is 

applicable at a point. VSim shows pairwise similarity of the 3 unique result sets for the grid. 

The image is a compact representation of I and VSim —grey color codes used are: 1-

white=1.0,2-grey=0.6 and 3-black=0.0. 

 

Consider a hypothetical scenario where the top-k re- sults corresponding to a point 

can be represented by one of V symbols. Further, a maximum entropy condition is achieved 

under arbitrary distribution of the points in P across the grid. Therefore, each symbol is equi-

probable (1/V). Under this setting, no lossless compression of the symbol sequence 

describing the top-k results across the grid can achieve a compression level better than log2 V 

bits per point, i.e. rclog2V bits for T. Assuming a 320 ⇥ 320 grid on a 32 ⇥ 32km2 area (a 

point then resembles a 100m⇥100m area), and V = 1000 unique top-k result sets generated 

for the points in this area, this number is around 124.5KB. While this is not a large data 

transfer in itself, repeated querying will result in an accumulated overhead that is a significant 

fraction of typical bandwidth limitations. We seek algorithms that can avoid such a 

communication overhead (even in the worst case); however, provide a good approximation of 

Sx,y. Note that this observation assumes a worst case scenario and only pertains to the ability 

to correctly de- termine if two points have different (or the same) result sets. Computing the 

similarity would involve encoding additional identifier data corresponding to every set. 

 

3.2 Privacy-supported local search  

The crucial piece of information to infer the service- contour is the similarity measure 

Sim that tells the percentage overlap in the result sets from two points. Given that the top-k 

result sets (the output of R) do not always change as one moves from one point to the next, 

the same calculation is performed (operates on same data) by Sim for most pairs of points.Let 

us denote byV the set of distinct outputs of R for the points of the grid, i.e.
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 Note that the size of V is going to be comparatively smaller than the size of the grid. 

Let VSim be a matrix that denotes the Sim values on pairs of elements of V, i.e. 

Next, we define a r ⇥ c index matrix I such that 

I[i,j]=t implies Rk(P,hi,ji)=Vt, where Vt is a member of V. Fig. 3 captures the relationship 

between V,VSim and I. In the same figure, we also see another representation of the three sets 

in the form of a 5 ⇥ 5 pixelimage.Thecolorofeachpixelisindicativeofpoints having the same 

value in I. In addition, the similarity measure, as computed in VSim, can be inferred from the 

shades of the colors. 

For example, the result set similarity between the 

points h3,3i and h5,5i is VSim[2,3] = 0.4, which can also be derived as 1 |0.6 0.0|. The 

advantage here is that the similarity information is conveyed without the need to 

communicateV. The representation is rather straightforward in this example, but need not be 

so for arbitrary V,VSim and I. 

 

3.2.1 Multi-dimensional scaling  

The example above involves determining three greyscale color codes (values in [0,1]) 

such that the Euclidean distance between two values is proportional to the simi- larity 

measurements given by VSim. The objective is not different when VSim has a significantly 

more number of entries. We adopt the classical method of multi- dimensional scaling at this 

step. The multi-dimensional scaling problem is stated as follows for the problem at hand. 

 Multi-dimensional scaling: Given a set of top-k result setsV={V1,V2,...,Vn}and a 

similarity matrix VSim, obtain a set of nm-dimensional vectors c1,c2,...,cn that minimizes  

 
Euc is the Euclidean distance function. The scaling happens from a k-dimensional 

space to a m-dimensional space. For the case when a minimum value of zero exists (and is 

found), the Euclidean distance between any two vectors ci and cj is equal to the dissimilarity 

between two result sets Vi and Vj. Such distance preserving embedding of high dimensional 

data is readily useful for data visualization. Numerical solvers for a multi- dimensional 

scaling problem are included in most statistical packages. We use the implementation 

provided in the cmdscale function of the R statistical package. The implementation follows 

the analysis of Mardia [17]. We use a value of m =3since it allows one to graphically 

visualize the similarity trend in the form of a RGB color image. Higher values of m allow for 

the possibility of better distance preservation, but results in a larger encoded size. The Enc 

function based on 3-dimensional scaling then operates as follows: each component of the ci 

vectors are normalized to the [0,1] interval, and a r⇥c pixel image is created with the RGB 

color of pixel(i,j) set to cI[i,j].This image is the output T produced by the Enc function and 

communicated to the user. Although a vector ci can take infinite values in [0,1]3, the number 

of possibilities reduce to 16.7 million due to the color mapping. Fig. 1 in Appendix A (see 

supplementary file) illustrates an example image created by Enc for 10-nearest Starbucks 

coffee shop locations in the city of Los Angeles, CA(1024 square kilometres area centered 

around Los Angeles City Hall). 
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3.2.2 Inferring the service-contour  

In order to retrieve the service-contour from T, the Dec function uses the location of 

the user hx0,y0i as a point of reference for similarity comparison. Let Tx,y be the RGB color 

vector at the (x,y) pixel in T. The Euclidean distance between Tx0,y0 and the color vector 

Ti,j of any other pixel (i,j) (a point in the grid) attempts to closely estimate the dissimilarity 

measure—the similarity esti- mate then being S0 x0,y0[i,j]=1Euc(Tx0,y0,Ti,j). TheDec 

function then simply computes this estimate for all possible points hi,ji in the grid. 

Computation of the service-contour can also be parameterized by a threshold such that points 

in the grid with a similarity estimate higher or equal to are the only ones identified. To do so, 

one can begin at point hx0,y0i and continue to explore neighboring points as long as the 

similarity estimate satisfies the threshold. 

 
Fig: 4 Heuristics for service-contour inferencing. Shaded regions depict true areas with a 

given service similarity. Output of fill-out is shown as a dashed-line around the determined 

area. 

 

 We explore three fast heuristics in order to avoid a point by point generation of the 

service- contour. Fig. 4 illustrates the difference between them. Box: Starting from the user 

location hx0,y0i, a box is grown by pushing the four edges outward (in clockwise order), one 

point-step at a time. Edge pushing along a direction is stopped whenever doing so will result 

in the inclusion of a point with similarity estimate less than . Inscribed-circle: Box-expansion 

tends to cover inaccu- rate points (those outside the threshold) in the corner ar- eas, specially 

when similarity estimates are not exact. A circular region inscribed in the box, centered at 

hx0,y0i, eliminates such errors on the corners of the box. Fill-out: While an inscribed-circle is 

good at reducing the error in some cases, it cannot cover irregular shaped regions within the 

threshold. The fill-out method expands the circular region by including neighboring points 

that has the same color vectors as points within the inscribed-circle. 

 

4 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION  

The empirical evaluation is performed using the Simple Geo Places dataset that contains 

information on more that 20 million places around the world, and distributed under the 

Creative Commons open license. The US part of the dataset has 12,993,248 entries, with data 

corresponding to multiple business categories and sub-categories. Entries are maintained in 

the Geo- JSON format, and includes attributes such as name, latitude/longitude, address, 

phone numbers, classifiers (category, type, subcategory) and tags. In our study, a place is 

considered a match for the search keyword if it includes the keyword in any of these 

attributes, and the city matches the city attribute. The evaluation is per- formed for the four 
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largest cities in USA—Los Angeles, Houston, Chicago and New York. One of the factors 

influencing the top-k results is the number of objects returned by a query, and their 

distribution around the query point. The existence of a large number of objects implies that 

the top-k results are likely to change for small changes in location. For objects that are 

lowindensity, large variations in the location are possible without changing the result set. 

This behavior can be reasonably assumed irrespective of the density of users in the city. 

Therefore, we choose large cities where we can obtain different densities of objects, specially 

ones with high densities. Objects that are high in density in large cities may not be so in a 

smaller city. Hence, we believe that a comprehensive evaluation can be performed by 

considering these large cities. For each city, a 1024km2 area is used as the high- 

levelgeneralizationGtogeneratethesimilarityprofile.A 

320⇥320cellsgridissuperimposedonthisarea.Eachcell 

thenreflectsa100m⇥100marea.Thisapproachimplicitly assumes that positioning a user in a 

cell is equivalent to exactly locating her. For Los Angeles and Houston, the city center is at 

the center of this grid (h160,160i). For Chicago and New York, the city centers are at 

h288,160i and h32,160i respectively. The geographic co-ordinates are provided in Appendix 

A. Euclidean distance based nearest neighbor is used as the ranking function, with k = 10. We 

employ the cover tree algorithm by Beygelzimeretal.[18]todeterminethe 10 

nearestquerymatches with respect to a point on the grid. Instead of experimenting with a large 

corpus of search keywords, we generalize the notion of query points into low, medium and 

high density objects. Low density objects result from targeted queries, with frequencies 

ranging from 10 to 50 within the grid. Queries resulting in 50 to 200 objects are considered 

medium density, while frequencies higher than that are considered high density. We were 

able to generate low density objects by usingsearchtermssuchas―bowling‖,―electronicsstore‖ 

and local grocery store names in the cities. Medium density objects are generated from search 

terms such as ―starbucks coffee‖ and ―police‖. High density objects are generated by heavily 

generic terms such as ―atm‖ and ―gas station.‖ For the high density case, frequencies were 

often observed to be in the range of 400 to 900. The search keyword itself does not hold 

much importance for this study, but is used to retrieve query point distributions that reflect 

the real world. The results below combine performance measures irrespective of what search 

term produced them, the only distinction being made is with respect to the density. 

 

4.1 Evaluation process  

Performance of the Enc and Dec functions are measured using precision and recall 

metrics. Given a threshold, we arrive at a set of points Z on the grid that the user can use to 

perturb her location. Depending on the accuracy of maintaing similarities, and the subsequent 

estimation by the three heuristics, this set of points may be over or underestimated.  

If Z true is the true set of points satisfying the threshold, then the precision is given as the 

fraction of points in Z that are also in Z true. Recall is the percentage of points in Z true that 

are also in Z. 

 
Precision can be viewed as the probability that the service similarity guarantee (within 

the threshold) is not violated. Recall measures the ability to identify the areas where a certain 

level of service similarity is guaranteed. While precision can be viewed as a measure of the 
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quality of service, the absolute recalled area (|Z∩Ztrue|) is the size of the geographic region 

where the user can hide herself, and yet retrieve true query results (within the threshold). In 

other words, the recall-area may be viewed as a measure of the privacy level obtained by the 

user.  

 
 

Experiments are performed for four service similarity thresholds: =1 .0,0.9,0.8 and 

0.7. For each value, precision and recall are calculated for the three heuristics using a sample 

of points as the user location hx0,y0i on the grid. The sample consists of 1521 points 

uniformly distributed on the grid—a sample point every 800m (0.5mi) along the horizontal 

and vertical directions. For =1 .0,results are only reported for the fill-out heuristic. 

 

5 Conclusions  

Based on the observations from the empirical study, we make the following conclusions on 

the efficacy of a privacy-supportive local search application. Precise geo-locations are 

necessary for result set accuracy when the queried objects exist as a dense cluster in the 

search area. It seems unlikely that both location privacy and result exactness can be 

maintained in this case. A privacy-supportive application would allow the user to 

aggressively trade-off the service similarity requirement to determine a sufficiently large area 

for location perturbation. Given the high density of objects, resulting objects can still be 

expected to be in the near vicinity. When object density is not dense, location accuracy has a 

minor role to play in retrieving relevant results. A privacy-supportive application would help 

identify the large default-privacy regions resulting in such situations. Next generation 

telecommunication systems could very well make it possible to quickly (and cost- 

effectively) transfer all information required to infer the service-contour exactly. Until then, 

approximate inferencing algorithms can be used to reduce the communication overhead. 
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